
Product

Sealer
LQA836 Universal polyurethane sealer

Particularly indicated for MDF, multilayer items, and for various essences
It allows obtaining perfect wetting and item sealing 
To seal exotic essences (teak, palisander, afrormosia, etc.) containing tannin, it is necessary to test the product to evaluate 
the exact number of LQA 836 layers to be applied

PRODUCTS FOR MODERN FURNITURE

Modern Furniture
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IVM Chemicals srl - International Wood Coatings Division
Viale della Stazione, 3 - 27020 Parona (Pavia), Italy
Phone +39 0384 25441 - Fax +39 0384 252054
www.milesi.com - milesi@ivmchemicals.com

Dye
CLT Series Universal dyes for spray application, which can be diluted in water and solvent 

They have particularly brilliant colors and a good clearness also in very dark shades, thanks to their soluble dyes 
They allow a perfectly uniform wood coating, highlighting its grain
They are commonly used on all essences

Base-coats
HAC 6 
Hydrocoat 
mobik base-coat

Very easy to use
It’s possible to use like one or two components, fast dry property and good sandability
Varnishing of flat panels, good for vertical application, for interior or exterior parts of furniture and solid wood articles

LBA 21 Clear polyurethane base-coat for general use 
Good filling and tixotropy, excellent drying and sanding

LBA 26 Clear polyurethane base-coat for general use
It gives very good filling, clearness and versatility of use

LBA 38 Clear polyurethane base-coat, high quality 
It ensures excellent machine sanding 
It has a high verticality and allows very good filling and excellent spreading

LBR 30 White polyurethane base-coat, for general use 
Extremely easy to sand, it has a very good covering power

LJA 99 Clear acrylic polyurethane base-coat, for general use 
It resists yellowing and allows rapid drying and sanding 
It is indicated for pale or bleached woods

LRA 94 Clear polyester base-coat, high quality
It is characterized by good verticality, and indicated to obtain a good pore filling and excellent transparency

LRR013 White polyurethane base-coat, high quality 
Excellent spreading, very good covering and filling power 
Good verticality, and  hand or machine sanding
Very good for top-coating  with matt or glossy top-coats

Top-coats
HEC 7x Series Hydrocoat water-based mono-component top-coat, high verticality, excellent smoothness and good leveling power

Suitable for spray gun coating systems, for flat and vertical furniture panels, small shutters and furnishing accessories

Kromosystem Polyurethane pigmented top-coats, matt and glossy 
They are characterized by a perfect covering power
By their use the surface of the item acquires remarkable hardness 
They are available in a large range of colors selectable from “Milesi Tintometric System” color cards
All top-coats ensure elevated spreading and uniformity performances

LDA200 Clear glossy polyurethane top-coat, for general use 
This product ensures excellent covering and brilliance

LGA 2x Series Polyurethane top-coats, clear and matt, for general use 
They guarantee high covering of sanding marks
Excellent chemical-physical resistance 
They give the surface of the item a very smooth touch

LGA 23x Series Clear polyurethane top-coats, high-quality
They differ from the others for their excellent spreading and uniformity
They ensure excellent transparency, covering, and chemical-physical resistance 
They give the surface of the item a very smooth touch



Milesi products were born in 1947 in Italy, from Milesi spa, a Company specialized in the 
production of coatings, stains and primers for wood.

In 1970, Milesi spa became part of IVM, the most important Multinational Group in Europe, 
and among the first groups in the world in this sector. It has Subsidiaries in Italy, France, Spain, 
Germany, Greece and Poland, distributing in over 70 Countries thanks to a highly specialized 
Sales Network.

In 2007, IVM Chemicals originated from the merger between Milesi and the other Italian 
Companies of the Group and at the same time it was created the International Wood Coatings 
Division, exclusively dedicated to the distribution of Milesi products all over the world. 

The project involves the building together of a highly productive plant, thanks to the possibility 
offered by the processing of quantities never managed before by a single plant.   

IVM Chemicals plant is the largest and most modern manufacturing establishment in the 
world, designed to guarantee high process standardization, the constant possibility to intervene 
with tests and quality controls, the optimization of loading operations and a complete control of 
raw materials and finished products.

Milesi products have been studied and developed by over 200 researchers who, in the 
European Research and Development labs of the Group, work every day in constant telematic 
contact for the future of wood coatings, with the most technologically advanced instruments.

Milesi presents a line of products dedicated to the segment of modern furniture. This particular 
sector requires aesthetic performances of the highest level, but also high productivity, easiness 
of use and a guarantee of quality for the final product. The products of Milesi line for modern 
furniture satisfy the requirements of the most demanding users.

Products
   Aesthetic performances
   High productivity
   Easiness of use
   Guarantee of quality

Coating cycles

Milesi recommends the following cycles in order to satisfy the most widespread needs in the field of modern furniture coating. Its Technical Service 
is available for advice on products and cycles suitable to individual and specific needs.

Modern Furniture

2 - Clear cycle, matt top-coat, open pore, general use
Wood: National walnut, Tanganika walnut, Durmast, Ash

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Base-Coat LBA 21 (1 layer) Spray LNB 21 cat. 50% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat LGA 2x Series Spray LNB 77 cat. 50% - LZC 1026

1 - Clear cycle, matt top-coat, general use
Wood: Beech, National walnut, Tanganika walnut

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Base-Coat LBA 26 Spray LNB 77 cat. 50% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat LGA 2x Series Spray LNB 77 cat. 50% - LZC 1026

3 - Clear cycle, glossy top-coat, closed pore, general use
Wood: National walnut, Tanganika walnut, Mahogany

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Base-Coat LBA 38 (2 layer) Spray LNB 17 cat. 40% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat LDA 200 Spray LNB 50 cat. 50% - LZC 70

4 - Clear cycle, glossy top-coat, closed pore, high quality
Wood: National walnut, Tanganika walnut, Mahogany

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Sealer LQA 836 Spray LNB 837 cat. 100%

Base-Coat LRA 94 (2 layer) Spray LOB 810 cat. 2% - LOB 828 cat. 2% - LZC 1000

Top-Coat LDA 200 Spray LNB 50 cat. 50% - LZC 70

5 - Clear cycle, matt top-coat, open pore, high quality
Wood: Beech, National walnut, Tanganika walnut, Mahogany

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Base-Coat LBA 38 (2 layer) Spray LNB  17 cat. 40% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat LGA 23x Series Spray LNB 18 cat. 50% - LZC 8643

6 - Clear cycle, matt top-coat, open pore, anti-yellowing
Wood: light color woods

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Dye CLT Spray LZC 1000

Base-Coat LJA 99 Spray LNB 99 cat. 10-20% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat LUA 46x Series Spray LNB 99 cat. 10-20% - LZC 1026

7 - Pigmented cycle, matt or glossy top-coat, closed pore, high quality
Wood: MDF, multilayer, veneered

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Sealer LQA 836 Spray LNB 837 cat. 100%

Base-Coat LRR 013 (2 layers) or
LBR 30 (2 layers)

Spray
Spray

LOB 810 cat. 2% - LOB 828 cat. 2% - LZC 1000
LNB 77 cat. 40% - LZC 1026

Top-Coat Kromosystem (KKR Series - KHR Series) Spray LNB 77 - LNB 110 cat. 50% - LZC 1026 - LCZ 8643

8 - Clear cycle, matt finish, open pore, water borne, generic use

Operation Product Application Complementary product
Stain CLT Spray Water

Base-Coat HAC 6 (1 layer) Spray HNB 2 cat. 10%

Top-Coat HEC 7x Spray Water


